ABSTRACT

Bali is one destination that is growing in Indonesia. Millions of tourists, both foreign tourists and local tourists, each year came to the island of Bali. So great potential both in the forms of natural beauty and culture of the island of Bali. Not only the natural and cultural advantages of Bali, but the character and behavior of people who have great respect for each other, friendly to one another and newcomers, very religious, principled fear kharma (make sure there is an error return), and together trying to keep the image of Bali island which are well known national and international markets.

The business world also struck the island of Bali to further develop and boost its tourism sector. One effort is to open a place outside the body treatments in an innovative but still recreational. The reason, Bali is a tourist town that became the center of attention of tourists.

Location for research into interior design and Resto Natural Spa in Bali is located in the region Pecatu Indah Resort (PIR), which was developed by Bali Pecatu Graha (BPG), an area of 400 ha located on the west coast of Bukit Badung Peninsula, South Bali. Located on the border of the Village and Village Pecatu Ungasan. With the selection of the location of this area enough to prove the existence of Natural Spa and restaurant will be one of the advantages of PIR and ensure an excellent place of relaxation for the consumer.

The advantage of this place is not only a beautiful beach but also has a barrier reef which is still intact and still have good physical an added value in developing the therapy and treatment in this place. Highlighting the geographical location of the structure is one of the innovations in interior design research and Resto Spa Natural Daily.

In this final, Spa will be combined with a restaurant inside the grounds of treatments carried out not only to outward body care for but it is also needed by humans. Daily Natural Spa will also provide facilities such as the soul of yoga therapy, raiki, and the central concentration of self.
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